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Figure 1
UNIX and Open Systems RDBMS and Tools Revenues by Platform
1994 Total Revenue = $2,750.1 M

1995 Total Revenue = $3,318.1 M

NetWare

NetWare

Table 1
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Source: International Data Corporation, 1995

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Performance features
Integrity features
Database administration features
Database connectivity and inter-operability
Distributed database support
Security features
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4.

R D B M S Performance Features

Under this category we examine the following sub-categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.1.

General Performance Features
Architecture, Scalability and speed
Optimizer capability
Support for complex data types
General Performance Features

A high degree of parity has been achieved across vendor offerings regarding
support for performance features.
Features such as locking granularity,
isolation levels, and stored procedures are included in the comparison shown in
Table 4.

scalability has given rise to parallel processing. Parallel processing can be
examined from a hardware and software perspective.

4.2.1. Hardware Parallelism

9

systems to be clustered (connected) together for greater scaleup, speedup
and availability. Such systems share disk storage, data bus and multiple
high-bandwidth I / O channels for high throughput levels.
'

MPP (Massively Parallel Processing) Architecture
MPP, or shared-nothing, systems are composed of many loosely coupled
processor/memory modules ( P / M units or nodes) connected to one
another by a high-speed communications mechanism optimized for fast
message passing. Each node of a shared-nothing system is composed of
its own P / M unit, which includes a CPU, associated memory to run
programs, disks, one copy of the OS, and one copy of the RDBMS
Independent instances of system and application programs use the
common high speed interconnect to pass messages between cooperating
nodes. Application connectivity in MPP systems is provided through
message passing (as opposed to shared memory and pointers in SMP
systems).

4.2.2.

Software Parallelism

The main task of a database engine is to process the raw SQL (Structured
Query Language) requests from application software. Database vendors
began to take advantage of parallel hardware environments with the
implementation of multiserver, multithreaded architectures to efficiently
handle large numbers of client requests.

4.2.2.1. Inter-Query Parallelism
All serious RDBMSs already support one form of parallelism,
called inter-query parallelism, where different server processes or
threads handle multiple requests at the same time. This has been
implemented in response to the growing popularity of SMP
systems where multiple (parallel) processors share both memory
and disk.
Inter-query parallelism increases throughput so that the DBMS
can support more concurrent users.
Multiple queries are
processed simultaneously, but each request is still processed
serially. Each task in the request is executed sequentiaUy and by
a single process or thread. For example, to execute a request, first
tables or indexes are scanned, then rows of two tables are joined
then the resulting rows are sorted, and so on. Each operation
must finish before the next one begins. This is illustrated in
Figure 2. In a serial environment, many complex, long-running
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queries can eat up resources and result in poor performance for
all users.

4.2.2.2. Intra-Query Parallelism
The next form of parallelism breaks a SQL statement into multiple
tasks that are executed in parallel across multiple processors. In
other words, intra-query parallelism processes multiple tasks in a
single SQL statement simultaneously. Because the DBMS can
devote additional resources to an individual user request, it takes
less time to complete the request. ParaUel processing of tasks
within a SQL statement can be done two ways - horizontally and
vertically.

Vertical Intra-Query Parallelism
The first method is called vertical parallelism, or pipelined
parallelism. This is parallel processing among different tasks, for
example, concurrent scanning, joining, and sorting. Here the
query is divided into its different tasks (scan, join, sort), and the
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output from one task serves as the input to another task, all of
which are executing in parallel. (See Figure 2.)
Horizontal Intra-Query Parallelism
In this method, known as horizontal parallelism, or partition
parallelism, parallel processing occurs within specific task - for
example, multiple concurrent table-scan operations. Each scan
operation executes in parallel against a different set of data, or
partition, stored on a different disk. Data partitioning is required
for horizontal parallelism. (See Figure 2)
A state-of-the-art parallel database product should enable both
types of parallel execution.

Figure 3
Database Architectures for Parallel Processing

Shared-Everything Architecture
In a shared-memory parallel database architecture, the DBMS assumes
that multiple database components working on a single SQL statement
use shared memory for communicating messages and data.
All
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processors have access to all data, which are partitioned across local
disks. This type of architecture is optimized for an SMP platform - a
shared-everything, tightly coupled hardware platform where all CPUs
share memory and disk storage. Informix O n l i n e 7.2, Oracle 7.1 and
Sybase System 10 can take advantage of this architecture.
Shared-Disk Architecture
In a shared-disk system, the DBMS assumes that all processors have
direct access to all disks (all data), and they do not share memory. The
key point about this architecture is that ownership of the entire database
is shared between RDBMS servers running on each node. The multiple
RDBMS servers must cooperate to maintain locking consistency across
multiple nodes. Oracle's parallel query option (PQO) takes advantage of
this architecture.

Shared-Nothing Architecture
In a shared-nothing environment, the database parallelizes a SQL
statement across multiple nodes in the network. Each node has its own
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memory and disk storage and communicates with other nodes. The
database is partitioned and servers on different nodes have exclusive
ownership of those partitions.
A shared-nothing architecture is
optimized specifically for MPP and clustered platforms. The Sybase
Navigation Server, IBM's DB2 PE, and Informix OnLine 8.0 take
advantage of this architecture.
All three architectures are feasible mechanisms for harnessing the
processing power of parallel hardware architectures. Their relative
advantages and drawbacks are shown in Table 3.

4.3.

Optimizer Capabilities

As databases grow and queries get complex, the ability of the database
optimizer to understand and utilize metrics regarding the operating
environment become significant. When optimizing a query, the database server
takes into account many variables, such as the number and type of indexes,
minimum and maximum index values, the number of records to be retrieved!
All these factors are used to determine the cost of accessing the data requested
by the SQL statement. The access method with the lowest cost is usually chosen
by the optimizer. All vendors provide this feature.

4.4.

Support for Complex Data Types

There is a growing demand for complex datatypes such as multimedia data
(text, image, audio, video) and multidimensional data.
The increasing
popularity of the World-Wide-Web has created this demand.
Content
Management is the terminology used by leading RDBMS vendors to describe
these needs. Oracle and Informix have announced their respective Universal
Server products to address these needs. Sybase is lagging in this area, although
simple user defined data types are supported today. Refer to Table 4 for a
comparison of features.
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5.

Integrity Features

Data integrity is at the heart of every information system. The vendors have recognized
this and support the declarative integrity model where the integrity constraints are
declared at the time of creation of the tables. There is little differentiation across
features supported for database integrity.
Some vendors such as Oracle rely on
database triggers to implement data replication, a feature to propagate data from one
server to another. This form of data replication requires the database administrator to
set up the order of firing of triggers when multiple triggers are declared per table.
Database event alerter is a feature first introduced by Ingres. This powerful feature
allows the creation of user defined events as database objects. Once created by the
DBA, the event can be registered by any application connected to the database. Any
connected user or application can raise an event that will cause the database server to
notify all users who have registered to receive notification. Event alerters offer
messaging capabilities to on-line sessions. Integrity features of the leading RDBMS
products are shown in Table 5

6.

Database Administration Features 8'22

Database administration is a key consideration for any information system whose
operation relies on a database engine. Database administration includes database
maintenance, DBA utilities for performance monitoring and tuning, backup/recovery,
and data reorg utilities. Database administration has recently become easier and more
efficient. Every major RDBMS vendor provides utilities for routine maintenance,
backup and recovery. Parallel backup/recovery has become important with the advent
of parallel hardware and database architecture. The three leading vendors Informix,
Oracle, and Sybase offer this capability.
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Companies with aggressive client/server implementation plans will require the
capability to remotely administer dispersed database servers. All three leading RDBMS
vendors allow users to manage remote databases from a single central console. Table 6
shows the database administration features of the three leading RDBMS vendors.
Table 6

7.

Database Connectivity and Inter-Operability

The rise of client/server computing has demanded the need for database connectivity
and inter-operability. Connectivity refers to the ability to connect from an application
residing on one machine to a database server (or servers) residing on a second machine
(or several machines). Every RDBMS vendor offers the capability to connect an
application to the vendor database.
Most vendors also provide the capability to
connect to a database from another vendor (heterogeneous connectivity). This is
generally provided by a vendor-supplied database gateway. The capability to connect
to a DB2 database residing on a mainframe from an Oracle application using the IBM
connectivity standard, DRDA, is an example.
Inter-operability refers to the capability to change the database server (the backend)
without extensive modifications to the application (front-end). This capability can be
provided in two ways. The first method is by enforcing the use of ANSI compliant SQL
in all applications. ANSI SQL compliance refers to whether the database server adheres
to standards set forth by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) for SQL
language. Compliance with ANSI SQL will prevent the use of vendor enhancements to
the SQL syntax. This does not prevent the user from using vendor specific application
development functions.
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8.

Distributed Database S u p p o r t 8

Organizations are increasingly becoming decentralized and are allowing IS functions
across geographically distributed data centers. The two-phase commit protocol offered
by Oracle and Informix coordinates work performed at multiple database servers on
behalf of a single transaction. The X/Open XA compliant transaction managers
(Tuxedo, TopEnd, Encina etc.) coordinate two-phase commits between heterogeneous,
distributed databases. This allows a single transaction to span multiple XA-compliant
databases.
Distributed DBMS is now coming of age because of the more common availability of
data replication capabilities from leading vendors and the recent availability of more
highly scalable RDBMS engines. Data replication is perceived as a key enabling
technology that has helped to rationalize distributed DBMS because of its support for
increased flexibility in RDBMS configurations.
Data replication is now available from virtually every leading vendor. Sybase, the
pioneering vendor in data replication, has established a considerable following for its
transaction (log) based replication architecture.
Informix has also chosen this
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replication architecture. The differences lie in the level of skill required to set up and
monitor the replication. The Sybase approach requires skilled administrators and
developers. The Informix approach is less complex to use and administer. The
Informix O n l i n e 7.1 server offers built-in replication features as part of their core
product. No additional products need to be purchased for High-availability Data
Replication (HDR) which provides a powerful hot stand-by function to a remote
database server. Oracle and Sybase approaches require the purchase of additional
products. Oracle has followed the Ingres approach of trigger-based replication
architecture. These vendors tout the availability of update-anywhere and conflict
resolution as unique features of their replication architecture. Table 6 shows the
distributed database features of the three leading RDBMS vendors.

9,

Security Features

Most vendors now provide a "secure" version of their RDBMS server. The US
government's National Computer Security Center (NCSC) has classified information
security into seven classes of evaluation ratings, ranging from Al (most secure) through
B3, B2, Bl, and CI to D (minimal security). A product must meet the functional
requirements of the target evaluation class, and the implementation of security features
to earn the appropriate rating. Table 9 provides a view of common security features.
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Evaluating a D B M S and its Engine 9

10.

The previous section described the features considered important from a technical
perspective. An IS manager should familiarize himself or herself with the DBMS
technology, the industry and the criteria for evaluating a DBMS engine. Gartner Group
believes that 80 percent of IS shops will evaluate one or more DBMS engines and
vendors over the next several years. They suggest a set of criteria for comparisons and
a structure for evaluation. They examine several general evaluation issues and suggest
specific criteria that should be used in an evaluation.

10.1.

General Evaluation Issues

1. Evaluation Criteria - The first step is to begin gathering the application
requirements such as database size, number of users, desired transaction
throughput in transactions per second or minute and architectural requirements.
In conjunction with the information gathering process, an RFI (Request for
Information) could be sent out to the leading vendors to gain familiarity with the
vendor and their offerings. Once this information is gathered internally, a
request for proposal (RFP) could be sent to the DBMS vendors.
2. DBMS Functionality Charts - Gartner Group advises their clients against a
function comparison chart for several reasons. Vendors tend to push these
charts with features that are not needed or used by the development
organization.
Vendors also continuously leap each other in terms of
functionality. Unless a feature is specifically required today, you can count on
the vendor offering the feature in the reasonable future.
3.

Ranking or Weighting Systems - Proper care must be taken with this approach
since the important features may not carry enough weight to win over a large
number of lesser values. If a numeric weighting system must be used, then it
should be used in conjunction with subjective analysis.
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4. Sources of Information - Do not rely on answers from vendor alone. Use thirdparty financial reports on the vendor and its products and written summaries
from five to ten references. Many industry analysts such as Gartner Group also
publish this kind of information.
5. Makeup the Evaluation Team - Include end users in addition to the normal
group consisting of operations, technical support, DBAs and application
development.
6. Biased Questions - Stay away from vendor suggested questions. Gartner Group
notes that such questions are answerable by only the vendor that suggested it.
7. Never Use the Word "MUST" - Vendors may decline to answer an RFP if
certain features are mandatory. Unless absolutely required (e.g., RDBMS must
run on the HP/9000 hardware currently onsite), the preferred language is
"desirable,", "should contain" or "important to contain."
8. Functional Questions and Lists - Great care must be taken when creating the list
of required functionality so as not to preclude viable vendors from replying.
Consider categorizing the functionality list by "required," "nice to have," and
"optional."
9. Software Status - Never allow beta or nonproduction software to be referenced
in any RFP or evaluation. If the evaluation is looking at mature DBMS engines
only, then specify production or general availability for a minimum of 12
months. Also always ask for a list of release numbers, original release dates for
beta and production and an estimate of the number of production licenses in
use.

10.2.

Evaluation Criteria

There are several specific criteria for the evaluation of the database engines and
the vendors. Under most circumstances, no single DBMS evaluation will need
to contain all of the items listed below. The actual RFP or evaluation should
customize this list to those specific items that "fit" within the environment and
architecture.
1.

Company, Mission and Vision - Name, address and contact information.
Request the mission and vision in depth. This is also the place for financial
position and results, including references to annual reports and financial
statements.
Also, information such as fiscal year, total number of
employees, G &A (general and Administrative) expense is appropriate for
this section.
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2. Base Feature/Functional Capability - This list should be a comprehensive
list of features. The vendor should be encouraged not to answer this section
with simple "yes" and "no" answers.
3. Extended Functionality and Features - These are the features that can help
distinguish one engine from another. Examples of these features include
Parallelism, Replication, Stored Procedures/Triggers, Object extensions, and
Query Optimization.
4. Reliability, Availability and Support - This section should include
information on the new release schedules, how well the vendor has met
previous delivery dates, the number of employees dedicated to development
technical support.
5. Training and Consulting - This section should contain the vendor's
education offerings, education centers, cost of education, number of
instructors and consultants (with worldwide breakdown) and sample listing
of types of specific consulting engagements performed over the past year.
6. Performance and Scalability - TPC (Transaction Processing Council)
benchmarks can be included here for reference. It should be noted, however,
that TPC benchmarks are fabricated and not real-world. They should be
used only as a guide. The only method for gaining finite information on
performance is to perform a benchmark using actual production
applications. Scalability is a very important concept, as it not only describes
the growth potential of the database but also can be very revealing of design
flaws in the engine.
7. Database Connectivity, Interoperability and Platform Support - This
section should cover issues such as legacy DBMS support, ODBC
implementation, support for IBM's DRDA connectivity standard. It should
also include a complete list of hardware, operating system and resource
requirements for each platform.
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11.
During the past two years, the RDBMS have narrowed the gap in engine functionality.
They have all delivered a growing, common set of functionality that fosters the notion
of commoditization. With DBMS engines approaching functional equivalence, vendors
are now striving for differentiation in other areas. In the mid-1980s, OLTP RDBMSs
had to handle data measured in megabytes. Today, these databases must manage tens
of gigabytes - and in the future they will have to cope with hundreds of gigabytes.
Multimedia rich data and decision support systems of the future will require terabytes
of data.
The leading RDBMS vendors are aggressively seeking to diversify their products as a
means to ensure product differentiation and a potential competitive advantage. Some
of key areas that enterprises should look for include:
RDBMS scalability
Parallel Processing
Support for Complex Datatypes
Data Replication
Query Optimization
Automated Operations
The Gartner Group publishes the DBMS "Magic Quadrant" which compares the players
in the industry against two coordinates, the ability to execute and completeness of
vision.
Figure 4
DBMS "Magic Quadrant"
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Their February 1996 rating (Figure 4) shows how the DBMS market will evolve in the
next five years. Oracle, Informix and IBM are in the Leader quadrant. Microsoft and
Sybase are shown in the Challenger quadrant.
The players in this industry will
continue to diversify to a certain degree.
This emphasis on diversification is indicative of the desire on the part of the vendors to
seek out new markets and is an important element in dispelling the notion that RDBMS
engines should be perceived as commodities. For example:
•

Sybase prides itself on having the best gateway support.

•

Informix has made the exploitation of parallelism in both batch and on-line mode its
trademark.

•

Oracle strives to be the full-service provider, offering everything from CASE
(Computer Aided Software Engineering) templates to services, as well as a
reasonably competitive set of vertically integrated applications.

For enterprises, these new features are complicating the decision-making process. Far
from being a tactical decision of choosing a commodity product, selecting an RDBMS is
more of a strategic decision than ever. This report has presented the technology trends
in the DBMS industry and the basics of evaluating a DBMS vendor and its engine. This
is only a starting point. IS managers should put their own environment into each
evaluation. Many features described here may have no pertinence for some IS
environments.
Finally RDBMS technology will continue to evolve adding new
functions every 12 months. IS managers should expand this list to meet their needs and
to make the process an ongoing project to reevaluate vendors and DBMS software on a
regular basis.
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